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After all, everybody loves a good story!
Update on the Case Reports’ Chronicle

R. Trisolini

In the era of evidence-based medicine, case re-
ports are regarded as being at the bottom in the hi-
erarchy of scientific evidence and have suffered a
huge crisis [1]. Their main limit, which is inherent
to the study design, is that they cannot be gener-
alised beyond the context of the specific patient
being described. Additional drawbacks, such as
frequent lack of sufficient clinical novelty and
minimal influence on a journal’s impact factor due
to their low-citation rate [2], have further reduced,
over time, their appeal to the major medical jour-
nals, which have either markedly reduced the room
for case reports in their classic format or no longer
publish this study design.

On other hand, patient case reports are an es-
sential vehicle of information to the medical
world for several reasons. First, they are a foun-
dation for experimental research. All science, in-
cluding medicine, is rooted in observations, and
clinicians are in the ideal position to observe un-
usual cases, develop rational explanations for the
findings, and verify if experimental research vali-
dates or confutes their hypotheses. Second, case
reports are almost always the means by which au-
thors get started in medical writing. I do still re-
member the thrill when Maurizio Luisetti, my
mentor and incidentally my predecessor as Editor
handling case reports at Monaldi [3], asked me to
try and write my first case report back in 1998 [4].
That exercise made me face, either for the first
time or from a different viewpoint, problems such
as concise written communication, thorough
analysis of a topic, and critical thinking. In the
end, the publication of that first paper made me
proud, and made me understand that I could be
play a part, albeit a small one, in the world of clin-
ical research. However, the merit that helped most
case reports make it through their own crisis is the
simple fact that they represent a successful and
charming way to teach medicine. Students and
practitioners, in fact, learn best to apply new
knowledge when it is presented in the form of an
experience they are likely to encounter in clinical
practice. Medicine is all about approaching a
problem, and one can apply the approach used in
a case report to his/her practice. To meet this

strong need for practical and educational informa-
tion, several journals have very recently modified
or widened the format of case reporting they con-
sider for publication by including, among the oth-
ers, images-based formats [5, 6], question and an-
swer formats [7, 8], clinical-pathological confer-
ences [9, 10], and clinical problem-solving for-
mats [11]. In the end, this chameleontic adaptation
to the real-life medicine needs has allowed case
reporting not only to survive its crisis, but to re-
gain most of the room it had lost in the past
decades in many core journals.

Monaldi, that has always given a higher value
to education and teaching than achieving an ‘im-
pact factor’, has never given up case reports, and
has been attentive to the changes in medical pub-
lishing.

With the swift development of several new and
powerful diagnostic methods, physicians are ob-
serving astonishing or unusual images of common
medical conditions. In most such cases, the image
is the only finding worthy of publication in a pa-
tient’s case, and this is the reason why the Editori-
al Board at Monaldi has recently announced a new
images-based format (“Images of Chest Diseases”)
where the image(s) should be submitted with a
brief commentary (300 words at the most, see in-
struction for authors) [12].

We do still look forward to receiving case re-
ports in the classic format, but we need to make a
qualitative step forward. So, what virtues do we
value most in a case report? Uniqueness is cer-
tainly the characteristic of the subject matter that
more commonly makes it potentially worth de-
scribing, since new findings are more likely to es-
tablish new principles or modify currently accept-
ed concepts [1]. An unusual feature of a known
condition, an undescribed complication of a pro-
cedure/drug, a different or a more cost-effective
approach to the diagnosis or the treatment of a
given disease may still meet the criterion of
uniqueness for our journal, as we all know that
only few clinicians have the opportunity to en-
counter and recognise a disease or a syndrome
that is completely new. However, what we most
need is brief reports where the lesson taught by
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the case is clearly conveyed. Brevity and clarity
are, in fact, characteristics of the manuscript that
are invaluable to the reader, whose attention
should remain focused on the path that finally
leads to the key message the Authors want to con-
vey, and should not get lost in unnecessary details
and unrelated to the topic described. Unfortunate-
ly, writing a succinct yet complete report is far
more difficult than preparing a lengthy manu-
script, and I was not surprised by the fact that the
lack of brevity and clarity was, by far, the most
common flaw limiting the efficacy and interest of
case reports submitted for publication at Monaldi
in the past few years. Some methodological tips,
which are beyond the scope of this Editorial, may
certainly be of great help for authors who want to
get started in scholarly writing with case reports
[13, 14]. We also can do something. It is a largely
shared opinion, for instance, that an unusual or
unreported feature, complication, intervention or
management approach can be described accurate-
ly in less than 1000 words in most cases [1]. Ac-
cordingly, and in the interest of the readers and the
authors themselves, we have decided to set new
formatting rules for case reports to be submitted
for publication at Monaldi in the near future, one
of them being an 800 word limit for the text (see
Instruction for Authors).

The Editorial Board at Monaldi intends to con-
firm and strengthen the journal’s continued com-
mitment to case reporting and invites physicians to
be always on the look out for unusual cases and to
describe them in a report. After all, everybody
loves a good story!
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